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The results of wind-tunnel tests on a cnmbcred rind an uncambered gothic 
ruing are presented, Longitudinal and latural force measurements were made on 
both wings, together with oil flow visualisation studies on the cambered wing. 

The floz patterns showed. that the design requirement of fully attached 
* flow at a small range of incidence of the cambered Txilig xss realised. However, . the cambered wing gave less lift than the uncambertid version at any prescribed 

incidence; this loss amoul:ted to &CL = -0.13 a-t a 2: "iTo i.e. a loss of 27$ 
r'. reduction of stabili.t;y occurs near the design point which is recovered at 
higher incidences, otherwise the location of thu aerodynamic centres of both 
xings are the same, namely 0.5% co from the apex, The higher L/D obtained 
with the cambered model is associated with the displacement of the incidence 
for minimum drag towards the design incidence, without much increase in the 
value of the minimum drag, together with a red\xtion in lift-dependent drag. 

There is only a small dii'fereacc in thl- rolling moment derivative between 
the cambered and the uncambexa model. when plotted against CL0 Noxever, at the 

same incidence, the difference is large, -dC,/dP being 4.29 smaller for the 

cambered wing at 15O incidence. 

I3-mi.ou.sly issued as R.A.E. Tech. Note No, Aere 2686 - A.R.C.22,370. 
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1 1I'~RGDUCTION 

Previous low-speed tunnel tests314 have investigated the characteristics 
of sharp-edged gothic and delta wings vithout camber. To provide some indica- 
tion of the effects of camber, the characteristics of an uncambered sharp-edge 
gothic wing of aspect ratio 3/4 and 8$$ thick were compared with those of a 
cambered version, designed by t'ieber's method2 to give attached flow at the 
sharp leading-edge at CL = 0.1. 

Longitudinal and lateral force measurements were made on both wings, 
as well as oil flow experiments on the cambered model to investigate the 
development of the separations, 

The tests were carried out in the 13' x 3' low-sneed wind-tunnel at the 
Royal Aircraft Establishment, Bedford, 

2 EX33XIMSNTA.L DETiXIX 

The geometry of the models is shown in Fig.4 and the leading dimensions 
appear in Table 1. The uncambered model was constructed as a sandwich of teak 
with a Tufnol core which projected to form the sharp edges of the planform. 
The cambered wing was made of a fibre-glass skin covering a foamed plastic 
filling*. The models were suspended from the overhead balance by a wire r' 
and were tested at a speed of 100 ft/sec and a Reynolds number of 3.8 x F IO 
based on centre line chord. The forces and moments were reduced to coefficients 
resolved about "stability axes" through t&e mean quarter chord point. The oil 
flOV? experiments vfere made using the fluorescent technique for visualisation, 
with anthracene pigment and kerosene. 

3 
? 

3*l 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Flo~~f visualisation 

The flow characteristics of the uncambered wings of this type have been 
fully discussed in Ref.1 and elsewhere, but important differences are to be 
expected on the cambered wing due to its large side surfaces. 

The flow patterns through a range of incidence on the upper surface of 
the cambered wing are shown in Figs.2 to 4 and on the lower surface in Fig.5. 
The effect of yaw on the urSper surface patterns are shown in Figs.6 to 8. 

At a = 2' there is an attachment line on the upper surface and a pair 
of small vortex patterns3 on the lower surface. At 40 and 6O the flow appears 
to be attached at the leading edge but separates above cz = 8O with the vortices 
formed on the upper surface and an attachment line on the lower. The vortex 
pattern occurs near the leading edge, widening and extending further inboard 
with iinorease of incidence. Whenever the flow separates from the leading edge 
it does so completely, forming a vortex but no mixed fluw. 

. Figs.6 to 8 show the effect of -IO0 of sideslip at incidence. The first 
vortex pattern is visible at 4O incidence on the leeward (port) of the leading- 
edges, with an attachment on the vjindward (starboard). This vortex grows in 
size with increasing incidence; its pattern is Fell defined and slightly 
narrower than that due to incidence at zero sideslip. The secondary attach- 
ment line does not extend as far as the trailing edge and leaves the model on 
the drooped part of the camber. ti vortex does not form on the windward facing 

* This was an interim model which was produced quickly, but the concessions 
made in the accuracy of its shape are not considered to have an important 
effect on the results. 
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leading edge until 12' incidence and then a separation line can only just be 
distinguished. A weak vortex from the sharp centre ridge is present at all 
incidences. The schematic positions of the vortices inf'erred from surface 
flow patterns are sunmarised in Fig.9 showing the flow in a cross-section 
plane. The cambered model shows large changes in size of the vortices and 
the vortex patterns of the two models differ greatly when yawed. The flow 
in the cross-section plane of the cambered model is superficially similar 
to the flow over a two dimensional inverted U-channel, as the flow on the 
uncambered model is like-&se similar to that of a two dimensional flat-plate 
wing. 

3.2 Lift characteristics 

The lift coefficient of the M,ngs are plotted against incidence in 
Fig. IO. The lift-coefficient of the cambered model is considerably lower 
than the uncambered model at all angles of incidence; at a = 150 incidence, 
for instance, the reduction amounts to ACL = -0.13 or a 27$ loss. Inspection 
of the lift curves shows that they are similar in shape and size but are dis- 
placed from each other by the magnitude of the design CL and incidence. This 
is shown clearly in Fig.11 which compares curves of CL/<% plotted against a 
for the uncambered model, (CL - O.l)/$Kplotted against (a - 5.80°) for 
the cambered model, and the corresponding Peckham curve4 for flat plate TMgs. 

3.3 Pitching moment characteristics 

Fig.12 shows the pitching-moment coefficient about the mean quarter 
chord point plotted against lift coefficient for both models. It can be 
seen that the curve for the uncambered t&ng is nearly a straight line, but 
the curve of the cambered Ting exhibits a loss of stability near the design 
point, which i s recovered at higher lift coefficients. The position of the 
aerodynamic centres and centres of pressure are plotted against lift coef- 
ficient in Figs.13 and 14 and show variations up to 7F; root chord around the 
design point for cambered wings. 

It is suggested that the loss of stability is caused by the movement 
of the areas of suction associated with the vortices over the cambered form 
of the wing. At incidences just above the design point, when the vortex 
patterns are narrow and close to the leading edges, the area of suction near 
the trailing edge is side\vards and near the apex it is upwards; hence the 
centre of lift is well forward. At higher incidences the vortices are 
further inboard and are therefore over the flatter part of the wing; the 
vector area of the suction is less affected by the camber allowing the centre 
of lift to return to the normal position. 

3.4 Drag characteristics 

The drag is plotted against incidence in Fig.15 and shows typical 
curves, that of the cambered wing being displaced by an angle less than the 
incidence of the design point. Fig.16 shows the lift-drag ratios plotted 
against lift coefficient. There is a substantial gain in L/D by the use of 
camber, L/D maximum imreasing from 7.6 to II .2. This gain is principally 
due to the shift of the minimum drag point to a = ito (only 2O below the design 
point) with only a small increase in the minimum drag coefficient. L/D is 
also improved by the reduction of the 'drag due to lift factor1 of the cambered 
wing, defined as K = a(% - s tiIN)/(CL - Ch bIIN)2, and plotted against CL 
in Fig.17. K is much reduced at low lift coefficients by camber from values 
approaching 2.0 to less than 1.13, very near to the theoretical minimum of 1.0. 
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3.5 Lateral characteristics 

The sideforces, yawing moments and rolling moments about the quarter 
chord point of the uncsmbered and the cambered wing are plotted against 
angle of sideslip p for various incidences in Figs. 18 to 23. These curves 
are for the most part reasonably linear and the derivatives dCddp, dCn/dP 
and dCY/dP mere therefore obtained from the slope at p = 0; they are plotted 
against CL in Figs.24, 25 and 26. 

3.5. 'l Rolling moments 

The rolling moment derivative for the cambered wing is less than the 
uncambered wing at a given CL. The difference amounts to a I@ reduction at 

CL = 0.5 and there is a slight kink in the curve of the cambered wing at 

cL = 0.3. A larger difference might have been expected as the flow patterns 
differ so much when yawed. However if the derivatives were plotted against 
incidence instead of CL the curves yfould look very different, for at IX = ? 5' 

the derivative of the cambered wing is 42$ less than that for the uncambered 
wing. 

3.5.2 Sideforce 

The sideforce derivative of the cambered wing shows more variation with 
CL than the uncambered vring, being negative for CL < 0.3 and positive for 
CL > 0.3. This change of sign is caused by the increasing suction near the 
windward leading edge as the separation develops with incidence. 

3.5.3 Yawing moments 

The yawing moment derivatives of both wings are small, the uncambered 
model giving a result similar to that in Ref.4, but the cambered model has a 
derivative of opposite sign within the range tested, The curve of the 
cambered model also shoves a kink at CL = 0.3 of a similar nature to that 
shown by other derivatives. 

4 COXLUSIONS 

Surface flow eqeriments show that the design requirement of completely 
attached flow at one incidence on the cambered wing, has been realised, and 
in addition show interesting comparison s with the behaviour of the uncambered 
wing at yaw. The flovf patterns, summarised in Fig.9 in terms of cross-flow, 
bear superficial resemblances to two-dimensional flow over inverted U - section 
and flat-plate wings. 

The lift curves of the wings are identical in shape but are displaced 
from each other by the design incidence of 5.8O and design CL = 0.1. This 
causes a loss of lift of ACL = 0.13 or 27% at a = 15'. 

There is a loss of stability near the design point of the cambered wing 
which is recovered at higher incidences and, below the design incidence and 
much above, the aerodynamic centre is very nearly at the same position as for 



The lateral characteristics of both cambered and uncanibered wings are 
normal for slender wings, the largest lateral derivative being dCddS; 
dCr/dP and dCy/dP are small. The rolling-moment derivative of the cambered 
wing is not much less than the uncambered wing when plotted against CL but 
is much less on an incidenoe basis, the value for the caxibered model being 
J+.@ less at a = 15O. 
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LIST OF SYKBOLS 

Aspect ratio 

Root chord 

Aerodynamic mean chord 

Overall wing span 
Kinetic pressure 
Wing planform area 
Semi span 

Angle of incidence 

Angle of sideslip 

Lift coefficient = Lift/q S 

Drag coefficient = Drag/q S 

Minimum value of the drag coefficient 

Pitching moment coefficient = Ikment/qS$ 

Yawing moment coefficient = Xoment/qSb 

Rolling moment coefficient = Noment/qSb 

Sideforce coefficient = Sideforce/q S 

Lateral derivatives determined as the slope of the coefficient 
with respect to S, in radians 

V 

3 

Parameters used by Weber2 to describe the type of camber etc. 

TQ 
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LOW-SPEED WIN 3 -TUNNEL TESTS ON SHARP-EDGED GOTHIC WING OF 
ASPECT-RATIO 14. Iteating, R.F.A. May, 1960. 

The results of wind-tunnel tests on a cambered and an uncamSered 
gothic wing are presented. Longitudinal and lateral force measurements 
were made on both wings, together with 011 flow visuelisatlon studies on 
the cambered wing. 

’ LOW-SPEED WIND-TUNNEL TESTS ON SHARP-EDGED 
ASPECT-RATIO 3/4. Keat lng , R. F. A. 

The results of wind-tunnel tests 
gothic wing are presented. Longitudinal 
were made on both wings, together with 
the cambered wing. 

The flow patterns showed that the design requirement of fully attached 
flow at a smell range of incidence of the cambered wing was realised. 
However, the cambered wing gave less lift t.han the uncambered version at 
any prescribed incidence; this loss amounted to Ac, = -0.13 at a = 15O 
i.e. a loss of 27% A reduction of stability occurs near the design point 
which 1s recovered at higher incldences,otherwise the location of the 
aerodynamic centres of both wings are the same, namely 0.52 co from the 

The flow patterns showed tnat the 
flow at a small range of incidence of 
However, the cambered wing gave less 
any prescribed incidence; this loss 
i.e. a loss of 27%. A reduction of 
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The results of wind-tunnel tests 
gothic wing are presented. Longitudinal 
were made on both wings, together with 
the cambered wing. 

The flow patterns showed that the 
flow at a small range of incidence of 
However, the cambered wing gave less 
any prescribed incidence; this loss amounted 
i.e. a loss of 27%. A reduction of stability 
which is recovered at higher lncldences, 
aerodynamic centres of both wings are 



apex. The higher L/D obtained with the cambered model Is associated with 
the displacement of the Incidence for minimum drag towards the design 
Incidence, without much Increase In the value of the minimum dreg, together 
with a reduction In lift-dependent drag. 

There Is only a small difference In the rolling moment derivative 
between the cambered and the uncambered model when plotted against CL.. 

However, at the same Incidence, the difference Is large, -dC 
e 

Id? being 

422 smaller for the cambered wing at 15’ Incidence. 

apex. The higher L/D obtained with the cambered model Is associated with 
the displacement of the Incidence for minimum drag towards the design 
Incidence, without much Increase In the value of the minimum drag, together 

with a reduction In lift-dependent drag. 

There Is only a small difference In the rolling moment derivative 
between the cambered and the uncambered model when plotted against CL. 

However, at the same Incidence, the difference is large, -dCe Id@ being 

42% smaller for the cambered wing at 15’ Incidence. 

apex. The higher L/D obtained with the cambered model Is associated with 
the displacement of the Incidence for minimum drag towards the design 
incidence, without much increase In the value of the minimum drag, together 
with a reduction In lift-dependent drag. 

There 1s only a small difference in the rolling moment derivative 
between the cambered and the uncambered model when plotted against CL. 

However, at the same Incidence, the difference Is large, -dC4 Id@ being 

42% smaller for the cambered wing at 15’ incidence. 
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